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Anomaly 
  = 
Phase Ambiguity in the Partition Func.

Formal:

Very powerful theoretical tool
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Anomaly 
  = 
Phase Ambiguity in the Partition Func.

Formal:

Practical:
Something counterintuitive?

Very powerful theoretical tool

Very interesting phenomena
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Falling Cat Problem
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[Wikipedia]
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Falling Cat Problem
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Cats can survive picking up a geometrical phase

For further reading:

“Gauge kinematics of deformable bodies” 
by A. Shapere, F. Wilczek  
American Journal of Physics (1989)
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Berry Phase
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Larmor precession of spin

How to derive this?  ←  Commutator

[Ŝi, Ŝj ] = i✏ijkSk
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Quantum Physics
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Berry Phase
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Larmor precession of spin

How to derive this classically? (Euler-Lagrange eq.)  
Lagrangian is needed for the path integral!

L = �S�̇(cos ✓ � 1) +
e

me
B · S

Geometrical (Berry) Phase
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Berry Phase
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L = �S�̇(cos ✓ � 1) +
e

me
B · S

Geometrical (Berry) Phase

Magnetic Monopoles

Dirac Monopoles

The magnetic monopole field

Solution: The Dirac string

Add an infinetely small, infinitely extended solenoid field (e.g.
along the negative z-axis):

~Bsol =
g

4⇡r2
r̂ + g · ⇥(�z)�(x)�(y)ẑ

Verify that the flux is zero by integrating and using Gauss’
theorem. Now:

~BMonopole = rot~Asol � g · ⇥(�z)�(x)�(y)ẑ

Dirac monopole
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Berry Phase in High-Energy QCD
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Side Remark
In the Color Glass Condensate (Talk by Venugopalan)  
the color source is “classical” (dense).

5

Here V †(x⊥) = V †
x−
τ ,−∞(x⊥) ≃ V †

+∞,−∞(x⊥) with the definition (12).

The derivation of the JIMWLK equation (13) is our goal pursued in this paper. Usually one derives the JIMWLK
equation from the fact that the generating functional (1) is independent of the separation scale Λ as we will explain
in some details in App. A. We shall here take a different starting point: The important observation pointed out in
[19] is that the generating functional is written equivalently in a different form with an auxiliary variable ρ as

Z =

∫
DρNΛ[ρ]

∫ Λ

DA δ[A+] exp

[
iSYM[A]− i

∫
d4x ρa(x)A−

a (x)

]
(16)

with the density of states NΛ[ρ] defined as

NΛ[ρ] =

∫
Dρ̄ΛWΛ[ρ̄Λ] exp

[
− 1

gNc

∫
d3x tr

{
ρ̄Λ(x⃗) lnW [−iδ/δρ](x⃗)

}]
δ[ρ]. (17)

One can immediately prove that (16) returns exactly to (1) after the ρ-integration. Because (16) is mathematically
equivalent with (1), one should be able to derive the same evolution equation from the Λ-independence of Z as written
in (16). We are attempting to make sure this expectation in what follows. Let us see as an instant check how the
equivalent classical picture of the color glass condensate arises. This is simply concluded from a claim that ρa(x)
is static, which corresponds to an approximation that non-commutativity is disregarded as we will argue later (see
discussions around (35)). There is then no discrimination between ρ̄aΛ(x⃗) and ρa(x) and moreover NΛ[ρ] is reduced to
WΛ[ρ̄Λ] and two representations become trivially identical. The quantum evolution is, however, not so trivial. The
derivation of the JIMWLK equation based on (16) is the main issue of this paper and elucidated in Sec. III.

III. DERIVATION WITH QUANTUM COLOR CHARGE DENSITY

We will derive the JIMWLK equation (13) with our emphasis on the quantum nature of color charge operators. We
would remark here again that the derivation presented in this section is our central achievement of this paper. First
in Sec. III A we will explain about non-commutativity among quantum color charge density from the field theoretical
point of view, and then we will make proceed in the concrete calculus in Sec. III B.

A. Quantum color charge density

Before addressing the computational steps, let us clarify the meaning of quantum color charge density and explain
why we are interested in that. In the canonical quantization, in gauge theories, the color charge density operators
obey the commutation relation at equal time,

[
ρ̂a(x+, x⃗), ρ̂b(x+, y⃗)

]
= −igfabcρ̂c(x+, x⃗) δ(3)(x⃗− y⃗), (18)

which one can easily confirm by using the canonical quantization conditions. The commutation relation (18) holds
for the source of any (fermionic or bosonic) matter field. In the operator formalism of quantization, (18) is necessary
for consistency between Gauss’ law and gauge invariance, that is, the secondary constraint in the nonabelian gauge
theory (i.e. Gauss’ law) is first-class if we use Dirac’s nomenclature for quantization of singular systems [22]. If the
theory is formulated in the functional integral formalism, (18) is expressed by the expectation values in terms of
classical fields. In the functional integral formalism, by construction, the expectation value is taken in a time-ordered
way and (18) is reexpressed as

〈
O[ρ]

{
ρa(x+, x⃗)ρb(x+− η, y⃗)− ρb(x+, y⃗)ρa(x+− η, x⃗)

}〉∣∣∣
η→0+

= −igfabc
〈
O[ρ] ρc(x+, x⃗)

〉
δ(3)(x⃗− y⃗) (19)

for arbitrary functionals O[ρ].
In the JIMWLK problem relevant in the dense regime where the color charge density is as large as ∼ 1/g, we

can ignore the right-hand side of (19). Then, non-commutativity does not play any significant role in the JIMWLK
evolution equation (apart from generating non-local vertices corresponding to the expansion of the source terms [23]).
It is a challenging problem to transcend the JIMWLK equation towards the dilute regime where (18) or (19) must
be taken into account. This attempt has been in part successful so far; the expansion in terms of the charge density
derivative has been improved up to the forth order [24] and now the general Hamiltonian for all orders has been known
[25, 26], while the complete quantization procedure has not been quite clear yet. In the dilute regime the quantum

Going to a quantum (dilute) regime, one should  
take account of the commutator:

This is compactly formulated with a Berry phase  
“In pursuit of Pomeron loops: The JIMWLK equation  
and the Wess-Zumino term” by A. Kovner and M. Lublinsky
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Another Example of Geometrical Inv.
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Linkage Number
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Another Example of Geometrical Inv.
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Linkage Number

Magnetic Flux
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Another Example of Geometrical Inv.
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Linkage Number

M =
e2

4⇡2

Z
d3xA ·B
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Magnetic Helicity

Gauge Invariant??? 
Yes, up to surface terms

Magnetic Flux

Conserved charge associated with  
continuous duality transformation
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Another Example of Geometrical Inv.
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What happens?
Possible with matter
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Another Example of Geometrical Inv.
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What happens?
This question was addressed in 
“Quantized chiral magnetic current from reconnection of  
magnetic flux” by Hirono, Kharzeev, Yin (2016)

currents (indicated by dotted arrows) on both tubes. The amount of integrated current over

the tubes is given by the helicity change during the process, as quantified by Eq. (1).

Let us now present the derivation of Eq. (1). Consider a set of closed tubes of the magnetic

flux, in the presence of massless fermions. Repeated reconnections performed on this set

will yield a topologically nontrivial structure containing links and knots of the magnetic

flux; see the upper figure of Fig. 1 for a simple example. A nontrivial topology can also be

introduced by the twisting of a flux tube [17–20]. A link K of N knots of the magnetic flux

tubes can be characterized by magnetic helicity H (an Abelian Chern-Simons 3-form) that

can be decomposed as

H(K) =
X

i

Si'
2
i + 2

X

i,j

Lij'i'j, (2)

where 'i is the magnetic flux of the ith closed tube, Si is the Călugăreanu-White self-linking

number, and Lij is the Gauss linking number [18–20].

FIG. 1: (Color online) Current generation associated with the unlinking of a simple link of two

flux tubes. The solid arrows denote the directions of the magnetic field, and the dotted arrows

indicate the directions of the generated CME currents.

The magnetic helicity can be changed either externally (flux reconnection) or internally

(flux twist). Consider first the topology change of the flux tubes by a magnetic reconnection,

as shown in Fig. 2. The reconnection leads to the change of the magnetic flux � flowing

3
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Anomaly Relation
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Conservation Law
d

dt
(N5 +M) = 2m

Z
d3x h ̄i�5 i
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Negligible for massless theories  
usually… but some subtleties:  
see “Axial Ward identity and the  
Schwinger mechanism” 
by Copinger-Fukushima-Pu (2018)

Magnetic 
Helicity

“Chirality”

(Talk by Schlichting)
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Anomaly Relation
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Pseudo-conserved Current  (Chern-Simons)

E ·B = @µK
µ

=
d

dt
(A ·B) +r · (A0B +E ⇥A)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q7llg9LaTbDT0c+wX6MaPSMgUiQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q7llg9LaTbDT0c+wX6MaPSMgUiQ=">AAADInichVHLahRBFL3dvuL4yEQ3gpvGIcMEYbgtghIIJBFBcZPMOEkgHZvq6ppYpPpBd83A2PQP+AMuXCmKiN/gyo24E3ER8AfEZQQ3Lrzd0+BM4uM2XffWqXNunaryYiVTjbhvmMeOnzh5auZ07czZc+dn63MXNtJokHDR45GKki2PpULJUPS01EpsxYlggafEprd3q1jfHIoklVF4X49isROw3VD2JWeaILf+tul4kfLTUUApu5073I/0JLSaLzkxS7RkynWCgXXvQTE6Tq255PQTxjM/z3ydtyY1K39qs2BdtSYRJ2SeYmNma8XFafYhMhnTMhDp9C4Lbr2BbSzDOlrYVdGAKtai+itwwIcIOAwgAAEhaKoVMEjp2wYbEGLCdiAjLKFKlusCcqiRdkAsQQxG6B6NuzTbrtCQ5kXPtFRz2kXRn5DSgnn8jK/xAN/jG/yKP//aKyt7FF5GlL2xVsTu7ONL3R//VQWUNTz8rfqnZw19uFl6leQ9LpHiFHysHz56ctBd7MxnTXyO38j/M9zHd3SCcPidv1wXnadQowewD1/30WLjWtvGtr1+vbG8Wj3FDFyGK9Ci+74By3AH1qAH3GgYd42O0TVfmB/Mj+anMdU0Ks1FmArzyy/P1NUj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q7llg9LaTbDT0c+wX6MaPSMgUiQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q7llg9LaTbDT0c+wX6MaPSMgUiQ=">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</latexit>

j05
<latexit sha1_base64="dK4RXaa0YpOscv0v9ywQdnVBzDM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dK4RXaa0YpOscv0v9ywQdnVBzDM=">AAACaHichVFNLwNBGH66vuurOCAu0qbi1LwrhDgJF0dfVUlVs7umDNvdze62CY0/4OKIOJGIiJ/h4g84+Ak4VuLi4O12E6HBO5mZZ555n3eemdEdU3o+0VNEaWpuaW1r74h2dnX39Mb6+tc9u+QaIm3Ypu1u6JonTGmJtC99U2w4rtCKuiky+v5CbT9TFq4nbWvNP3BErqjtWLIgDc1nKr2Xn9qifCxBKQpitBGoIUggjCU7doNNbMOGgRKKELDgMzahweOWhQqCw1wOFeZcRjLYFzhClLUlzhKcoTG7z+MOr7Iha/G6VtML1AafYnJ3WTmKJD3SLVXpge7omT5+rVUJatS8HPCs17XCyfceD62+/6sq8uxj90v1p2cfBcwEXiV7dwKmdgujri8fnlZXZ1eSlTG6olf2f0lPdM83sMpvxvWyWLlAlD9A/fncjWB9IqVSSl2eTMzNh1/RjhHEMc7vPY05LGIJaT5X4gRnOI+8KDFlUBmupyqRUDOAb6HEPwG3kos0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dK4RXaa0YpOscv0v9ywQdnVBzDM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dK4RXaa0YpOscv0v9ywQdnVBzDM=">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</latexit>

Chirality of matter j5
<latexit sha1_base64="fX7eyXJ1AhqqTg1hUZc/8rt9ubs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fX7eyXJ1AhqqTg1hUZc/8rt9ubs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fX7eyXJ1AhqqTg1hUZc/8rt9ubs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fX7eyXJ1AhqqTg1hUZc/8rt9ubs=">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</latexit>

Spin of matter

Magnetic Helicity Optical Angular Momentum
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Side Remark
- proton spin problem (gluon helicity) 
- rotating quark-gluon plasma (L polarization) 
- laser physics (discussions by S. Barnett)

L =

Z
d3xEi(x⇥r)Ai

S =

Z
d3xE ⇥A

<latexit sha1_base64="rrmCFteT+PuX+F+AN/Z/D8XWf+k=">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</latexit>

Jaffe-Manohar decomp.

Lg
<latexit sha1_base64="dUsEDB5SrODFULDmZMbMdVSYTFw=">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</latexit>

�G
<latexit sha1_base64="l8fgIRkh5wfCA97hHnLZkEuKvf0=">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</latexit>

“The photon angular momentum controversy: Resolution of a conflict 
between laser optics and particle physics” by E. Leader (2016)
A pedagogical review (next month) by Fukushima-Pu
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Chirality of Oldies
Mirror image (enantiomer) not identical ← Old definition!

L.D. Barron : True and False Chirality
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Chirality of Today’s Chemistry
L.D. Barron : True and False Chirality

spinning cones

constitute a chiral system. As Curie [34] pointed out, collinear electric and magnetic
fields do indeed generate spatial enantiomorphism (dissymmetry). Thus, parallel
and antiparallel arrangements are interconverted by space inversion and are not
superposable. But they are also interconverted by time reversal combined with a
rotationRp through 180! about an axis perpendicular to thefield directions and so the
enantiomorphism corresponds to false chirality (Figure 1.7). Zocher and T€or€ok [40]
also recognized that Curie�s spatial enantiomorphism is not the same as that of a
chiral molecule: they called the collinear arrangement of electric andmagnetic fields
a time-asymmetric enantiomorphism and said that it does not support time-sym-
metric optical activity. Tellegen [41] conceived of a medium with novel electromag-
netic properties comprising microscopic electric and magnetic dipoles tied together
with their moments either parallel or antiparallel. Such media clearly exhibit
enantiomorphism corresponding to false chirality, and are potentially of great
interest to nanotechnology. However, although much discussed [42, 43], the fabrica-

Figure 1.6 The effect of P, T and Rp on (a) a stationary spinning
cone, which has false chirality, and on (b) a translating
spinning cone, which has true chirality. The systems generated
byP andTmaybe interconverted by a rotationRp(z) about anaxis z
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the cone in (a) but not in (b).
Adapted from Ref. [2] with permission.

12j 1 An Introduction to Chirality at the NanoscaleTrue chirality is exhibited by systems  
existing in two distinct enantiomeric  
states that are interconverted by space  
inversion, but not by time reversal  
combined with any proper spatial  
rotation.

Laurence D. Barron  
“An Introduction to Chirality at the Nanoscale"
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Chirality
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Chirality of Today’s Chemistry
L.D. Barron : True and False Chirality

translating spinning cones

constitute a chiral system. As Curie [34] pointed out, collinear electric and magnetic
fields do indeed generate spatial enantiomorphism (dissymmetry). Thus, parallel
and antiparallel arrangements are interconverted by space inversion and are not
superposable. But they are also interconverted by time reversal combined with a
rotationRp through 180! about an axis perpendicular to thefield directions and so the
enantiomorphism corresponds to false chirality (Figure 1.7). Zocher and T€or€ok [40]
also recognized that Curie�s spatial enantiomorphism is not the same as that of a
chiral molecule: they called the collinear arrangement of electric andmagnetic fields
a time-asymmetric enantiomorphism and said that it does not support time-sym-
metric optical activity. Tellegen [41] conceived of a medium with novel electromag-
netic properties comprising microscopic electric and magnetic dipoles tied together
with their moments either parallel or antiparallel. Such media clearly exhibit
enantiomorphism corresponding to false chirality, and are potentially of great
interest to nanotechnology. However, although much discussed [42, 43], the fabrica-

Figure 1.6 The effect of P, T and Rp on (a) a stationary spinning
cone, which has false chirality, and on (b) a translating
spinning cone, which has true chirality. The systems generated
byP andTmaybe interconverted by a rotationRp(z) about anaxis z
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the cone in (a) but not in (b).
Adapted from Ref. [2] with permission.

12j 1 An Introduction to Chirality at the Nanoscale

collinear E and B = False Chirality

tion of Tellegen media proved elusive until very recently when the construction of
particles with coupled electric and magnetic moments was reported for the first
time [44]. These particles, made from white titanium oxide and black manganese
ferrite suspended in polythene beads, were used to fabricate a switchable room-
temperature magnetoelectic material that is isotropic in the absence of any field.
In fact, the basic requirement for two collinear vectorial influences to generate true

chirality is that one transforms as a polar vector and the other as an axial vector, with
both either time even- or time-odd. The second case is exemplified bymagnetochiral
phenomena [1, 2, 45] where a birefringence and a dichroism may be induced in an
isotropic chiral sample by a uniformmagnetic field B collinear with the propagation
vector k of a light beam of arbitrary polarization, including unpolarized. The
birefringence [46] and the dichroism [47] were first observed in the late 1990s. The
magnetochiral dichroism experiment is illustrated in Figure 1.8. Here, the parallel

Figure 1.7 The effect of P and T on an arrangement of parallel
electric andmagnetic fields, which has false chirality. The opposite
antiparallel arrangements generated by P and T may be
interconverted by a rotation Rp(z) about an axis z perpendicular to
the field directions.

Figure 1.8 The magnetochiral dichroism experiment. The
absorption index n0 of a medium composed of chiral molecules is
slightly different for unpolarized light when a static magnetic field
is applied parallel ("") and antiparallel ("#) to the direction of
propagation of the beam. Reprinted fromRef. [2] with permission.

1.3 Symmetry and Chirality j13
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E ·B 6= 0
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This is not “chiral”
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What is “chiral” ?  ←  Lipkin’s Zilch

See: “Zilch vortical effect” 
 by Chernodub, Cortijo, Landsteiner (2018)
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Chirality
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Chiral Kinetic Theory (CKT)

!23

Boltzmann (Vlasov) equation with spin effects

4

for right-handed particles is [18–21, 53]

(1 + B ·⌦)
@f

@t
+

⇥
vp + (vp ·⌦)B + E ⇥⌦

⇤
·
@f

@x

+
⇥
E + vp ⇥ B + (E · B)⌦

⇤
·
@f

@p
= Icoll[f ] , (11)

where ⌦ ⌘ ~p/(2|p|3) is the Berry curvature, vp ⌘

@"p/@p is the group velocity with the quasi-particle dis-
persion relation, "p = |p|�B ·p⌦ (for the case of spatial
homogeneity), and Icoll[f ] is the collision integral. In
this paper we will focus on the Icoll[f ] = 0 case, assum-
ing that the quark distribution is dilute in the early time
dynamics of the heavy-ion collision.

Before we start our discussion, it would be instructive
to explain more about the chiral anomaly and the boost
invariance. As carefully worked out in Ref. [60], with
boost invariance, there is no large gauge transformation
that changes the Chern number ⌫ due to trivial homo-
topy. Then, if the initial ⌫ is vanishing, ⌫ is always zero,
and the winding number, Qw = ⌫(⌧ = 1)� ⌫(⌧ = �1),
is also trivial. However, this does not mean that the
CKT with boost invariance is trivial. We usually con-
sider the CKT for given gauge backgrounds. One may
then consider some gauge configurations not necessarily
given by the solutions of the equations of motion. A
simple example of constant (and thus boost invariant)
electromagnetic E · B can actually make Qw as large as
one likes, irrespective to the homotopy.

As mentioned already in Sec. III we limit ourselves to
deal with a region with ⌘ ⇡ 0 and z ⇡ 0. A rather su-
perficial but controversial di�culty in this case is the ap-
pearance of the Berry curvature that also involves pz and
it seemingly violates the dependence through y � ⌘ only.
However, as argued in the previous sections, the Lorentz
invariance immediately concludes such functional depen-
dence through y�⌘; it would be an intriguing theoretical
problem to confirm this y � ⌘ dependence explicitly for
arbitrary ⌘ and z. In this work, we take a more prag-
matic strategy as follows. We now anticipate that the
distribution function f be a function of y � ⌘, which is
what we mean by boost invariance; f itself is invariant
under simultaneous shifts in y and ⌘. This requirement
would provide us with a relation like Eq. (8), so that we
can discuss a continuity relation analogously to Eqs. (9)
and (10).

The correct boost transformation onto the CKT is
known up to O(~) as �t = � · x, �x = �t + � ⇥ p⌦,
�p = �"p + (� ⇥ p⌦) ⇥ B, where p = |p| [52]. The
electromagnetic fields should transform as ordinarily as
�B = � ⇥ E and �E = �� ⇥ B up to this order.

Under our treatment of the problem near z ⇡ 0 we
can retain the leading terms in the expansion of small �z
around z = 0 or small boost parameter � = �(�z/t)ez.
The boost transformation then reads,

�x = ��z ez �
�z

t
ez ⇥ p⌦ , (12)

�p = ��z
p

t

�
1 � 2B ·⌦

�
ez � �z

p

t
Bz⌦ , (13)

up to the linear order in �z and in ⌦. The additional
terms in x and p proportional to ⌦ are often referred
to as the side-jump terms. We note that there is a way
to formulate the Lorentz transformation with side-jump
terms incorporated not in x and p but in f as discussed
in Refs. [53, 61], and we have checked that both formu-
lations eventually yield the same answer. The similar
procedures to obtain Eq. (8) replace the z dependence
with the pz dependence, which immediately follows from
f(p, x, t) = f(p+ �p, x+ �x, t). The explicit form of the
relation is

@f

@z
= �

Bzp

t
⌦ ·

@f

@p
�

p

t

�
1 � 2B ·⌦

� @f

@pz

�
p

t
(ez ⇥⌦)? ·

@f

@x?
.

(14)

We then plug the above into the original CKT and drop
O(~2) terms. We finally arrive at the following expres-
sion;

(1 + B ·⌦)
@f

@t
+


(1 + 2B ·⌦)p̂ + E ⇥⌦

�
pz
t

ez ⇥⌦

�

?
·

@f

@x?
+


E + (1 + 2B ·⌦)p̂ ⇥ B

+ (E · B)⌦�
Bzpz

t
⌦

�
p

t

⇥
p̂z + (E ⇥⌦)z

⇤
ez

�
·
@f

@p
= 0 . (15)

It is easy to confirm that this kinetic equation reduces to
the well-known form of Eq. (8) in the ⌦ ! 0 limit. This
Eq. (15) is the central result in this paper.

V. PARTICLE NUMBER CONSERVATION

It may not be easy to grasp the physical meaning of the
result (15). To make the physical meaning more acces-
sible, let us address the continuity equation specifically
here, which is obtained from the zeroth moment of the
kinetic equation in general. The definition of the particle
number density is slightly modified by the Berry curva-
ture correction as [48]

n ⌘

Z

p
(1 + B ·⌦)f , (16)

and then the momentum integration of Eq. (15) leads to

@n

@t
+

ñ

t
+ r? · j̃? =

E · B

(2⇡~)2 f(p = 0) , (17)

for constant E and B, where the right-hand side is the
chiral anomaly, and we defined the modified density and
the modified transverse current as

ñ ⌘ n �

Z

p

⇥
2p̂z(E ⇥⌦)z + B? ·⌦?

⇤
f , (18)

⌦ = ~ p

2|p|3
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Boltzmann (Vlasov) equation with spin effects

4

for right-handed particles is [18–21, 53]

(1 + B ·⌦)
@f

@t
+

⇥
vp + (vp ·⌦)B + E ⇥⌦

⇤
·
@f

@x

+
⇥
E + vp ⇥ B + (E · B)⌦

⇤
·
@f

@p
= Icoll[f ] , (11)

where ⌦ ⌘ ~p/(2|p|3) is the Berry curvature, vp ⌘

@"p/@p is the group velocity with the quasi-particle dis-
persion relation, "p = |p|�B ·p⌦ (for the case of spatial
homogeneity), and Icoll[f ] is the collision integral. In
this paper we will focus on the Icoll[f ] = 0 case, assum-
ing that the quark distribution is dilute in the early time
dynamics of the heavy-ion collision.

Before we start our discussion, it would be instructive
to explain more about the chiral anomaly and the boost
invariance. As carefully worked out in Ref. [60], with
boost invariance, there is no large gauge transformation
that changes the Chern number ⌫ due to trivial homo-
topy. Then, if the initial ⌫ is vanishing, ⌫ is always zero,
and the winding number, Qw = ⌫(⌧ = 1)� ⌫(⌧ = �1),
is also trivial. However, this does not mean that the
CKT with boost invariance is trivial. We usually con-
sider the CKT for given gauge backgrounds. One may
then consider some gauge configurations not necessarily
given by the solutions of the equations of motion. A
simple example of constant (and thus boost invariant)
electromagnetic E · B can actually make Qw as large as
one likes, irrespective to the homotopy.

As mentioned already in Sec. III we limit ourselves to
deal with a region with ⌘ ⇡ 0 and z ⇡ 0. A rather su-
perficial but controversial di�culty in this case is the ap-
pearance of the Berry curvature that also involves pz and
it seemingly violates the dependence through y � ⌘ only.
However, as argued in the previous sections, the Lorentz
invariance immediately concludes such functional depen-
dence through y�⌘; it would be an intriguing theoretical
problem to confirm this y � ⌘ dependence explicitly for
arbitrary ⌘ and z. In this work, we take a more prag-
matic strategy as follows. We now anticipate that the
distribution function f be a function of y � ⌘, which is
what we mean by boost invariance; f itself is invariant
under simultaneous shifts in y and ⌘. This requirement
would provide us with a relation like Eq. (8), so that we
can discuss a continuity relation analogously to Eqs. (9)
and (10).

The correct boost transformation onto the CKT is
known up to O(~) as �t = � · x, �x = �t + � ⇥ p⌦,
�p = �"p + (� ⇥ p⌦) ⇥ B, where p = |p| [52]. The
electromagnetic fields should transform as ordinarily as
�B = � ⇥ E and �E = �� ⇥ B up to this order.

Under our treatment of the problem near z ⇡ 0 we
can retain the leading terms in the expansion of small �z
around z = 0 or small boost parameter � = �(�z/t)ez.
The boost transformation then reads,

�x = ��z ez �
�z

t
ez ⇥ p⌦ , (12)

�p = ��z
p

t

�
1 � 2B ·⌦

�
ez � �z

p

t
Bz⌦ , (13)

up to the linear order in �z and in ⌦. The additional
terms in x and p proportional to ⌦ are often referred
to as the side-jump terms. We note that there is a way
to formulate the Lorentz transformation with side-jump
terms incorporated not in x and p but in f as discussed
in Refs. [53, 61], and we have checked that both formu-
lations eventually yield the same answer. The similar
procedures to obtain Eq. (8) replace the z dependence
with the pz dependence, which immediately follows from
f(p, x, t) = f(p+ �p, x+ �x, t). The explicit form of the
relation is

@f

@z
= �

Bzp

t
⌦ ·

@f

@p
�

p

t

�
1 � 2B ·⌦

� @f

@pz

�
p

t
(ez ⇥⌦)? ·

@f

@x?
.

(14)

We then plug the above into the original CKT and drop
O(~2) terms. We finally arrive at the following expres-
sion;

(1 + B ·⌦)
@f

@t
+


(1 + 2B ·⌦)p̂ + E ⇥⌦

�
pz
t

ez ⇥⌦

�

?
·

@f

@x?
+


E + (1 + 2B ·⌦)p̂ ⇥ B

+ (E · B)⌦�
Bzpz

t
⌦

�
p

t

⇥
p̂z + (E ⇥⌦)z

⇤
ez

�
·
@f

@p
= 0 . (15)

It is easy to confirm that this kinetic equation reduces to
the well-known form of Eq. (8) in the ⌦ ! 0 limit. This
Eq. (15) is the central result in this paper.

V. PARTICLE NUMBER CONSERVATION

It may not be easy to grasp the physical meaning of the
result (15). To make the physical meaning more acces-
sible, let us address the continuity equation specifically
here, which is obtained from the zeroth moment of the
kinetic equation in general. The definition of the particle
number density is slightly modified by the Berry curva-
ture correction as [48]

n ⌘

Z

p
(1 + B ·⌦)f , (16)

and then the momentum integration of Eq. (15) leads to

@n

@t
+

ñ

t
+ r? · j̃? =

E · B

(2⇡~)2 f(p = 0) , (17)

for constant E and B, where the right-hand side is the
chiral anomaly, and we defined the modified density and
the modified transverse current as

ñ ⌘ n �

Z

p

⇥
2p̂z(E ⇥⌦)z + B? ·⌦?

⇤
f , (18)

Berry curvature

" = |p|�B · p⌦
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Boltzmann (Vlasov) equation with spin effects

⇢ =

Z

p
(1 +B ·⌦)f(p,x)

j =

Z
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vp + (vp ·⌦)B +E ⇥⌦

⇤
f(p,x)
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Electric Current ~ Magnetic Field

Chiral Magnetic Effect
“The effects of topological charge change in heavy ion collisions:  
‘Event by even P and CP violation’” by Kharzeev, McLerran, Warringa
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Chiral Magnetic Effect
“The Chiral Magnetic Effect” by Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa (2008)

Right-handed particles 
Momentum parallel to Spin

Left-handed particles 
Momentum anti-parallel to Spin
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Chiral Magnetic Effect
“The Chiral Magnetic Effect” by Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa (2008)

j =
e2µ5

2⇡2
B
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Chiral chemical potential is nonzero only out of equilibrium.

See: “Axial Ward identity and the Schwinger mechanism” 
by Copinger, Fukushima, Pu (2018)
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Chiral Magnetic Effect
“Real-time dynamics of the Chiral Magnetic Effect” 
by Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa (2010)

By

z

y x
Ez
Bz
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Chiral Magnetic Effect

Classical statistical simulations by  
J. Berges, S. Schlichting, N. Mueller, S. Sharma, M. Mace  
R. Venugopalan, …

Experimentally confirmed in Weyl semimetals

In heavy ion collisions isobar experiments will clarify!

“Examination of the observability of a chiral magnetically driven  
charge-separation difference…” by Magdy, Shi, Liao, Liu, Lacey (2018)
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B

E jOhm = �E

jCME = (E ·B)B / B2

�CME / B2

External

“Chiral anomaly and classical negative magnetoresistance of Weyl metals”  
by Son, Spivak (2013)

How to see it?

Chiral kinetic theory in the rel.-time approx.
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“Electric conductivity of hot and dense quark matter in a magnetic  
field…” by Fukushima, Hidaka (2017) 4
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FIG. 2. Diagrams of the synchrotron radiation process with a quark (a1), with an anti-quark (b1), and the pair annihilation
(c1). Their inverse processes are (a2), (b2), and (c2), respectively.

we find
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Recovery of the lowest Landau level approximation: It
would be an instructive check to see that the LLLA
result is correctly recovered in the limit of eB � T

2

(at µ = 0). Since the synchrotron radiation changes
the Landau level, we can safely discard it. For the
pair annihilation process, X(n = 0, n

′ = 0, ⇠) given in

Eq. (17) simplifies as X(0,0, ⇠
f+) = 4m

2
f
g
2
NcCF

�qfB�
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e
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with ⇠
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f
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f
)2−(pz+p′z)2]�(2�qfB�)

which is nothing but ⇠+ in Eq. (16) with n = n
′ = 0.

When �qfB� is much larger than any other scales, we can

approximate e
−⇠0+ ≈ 1. Then, the linearized kinetic equa-

tions reduce to a simple form as

qfNc
�qfB�
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where "f0 = �p2
z
+m2

f
and "

′
f0 = �p′2

z
+m2

f
. Here we

do not have to consider mixing terms with �̄p′ . In this
special limit, L is not really a matrix and we do not
need to take its matrix inversion. Actually, we can easily
solve the above kinetic equation to obtain �p. Thanks to
the charge conjugation symmetry, the solution for anti-
quarks is �̄p = −�p. Summarizing them, we finally arrive
at the LLLA result from Eq. (12) as

�∥ =�
f

Nc�

g2CF m2
f

q
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�qfB�
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� dpz
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FIG. 3. Mass dependence of �∥ for single flavor at T =
200MeV, µ = 0, eB = 10m2

⇡, and g2�(4⇡) = 0.3. The shaded
region is the lattice-QCD estimate from Ref. [11].

which is consistent with Ref. [7].

Numerical results and discussions: Now we have all
necessary ingredients to write down the matrix elements
of L as a phase space convolution of X(n,n

′
, ⇠

f±) and
the distribution functions, feq, f̄eq, and geq. Besides the
flavor f and the Landau level n, we should choose the
complete set basis for functions of pz, kz and k⊥, which
we will take the simplest polynomial form as p̂z �pz �m for
(anti-)quarks and k

m⊥ for gluons with integral m.

Figure 3 shows our numerical results for the quark
mass dependence of �∥�T for a fictitious single flavor with
q = e at finite T and B but at zero µ. We choose that the
QCD charge as g

2�(4⇡) = 0.3. We clearly see that the
LLLA has artificial enhancement as mq approaches zero.
For the numerical calculation we truncate the Landau
level at nmax. In the eB = 10m

2
⇡

case, the convergence of
the Landau level sum is very fast and nmax = 1 already
gives a good approximation, even though the LLLA badly
breaks down in the small mq region. It is interesting that
our result is quantitatively consistent with the lattice-
QCD estimate, 0.3 ≤ ��T ≤ 1.0 (for the quark charge
squared sum Cem = 1) [11], which is indicated by the
shaded region in Fig. 3.

The B dependence of �∥�T has a nonmonotonic struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 4, for which we adopted a physical
parameter set with u and d quarks. For small nmax or
strong B, the LLL contribution is dominant, and then
�∥ is linearly proportional to B (reflecting the fact that

4 / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

Fig. 3. Magnetic dependence of the electric conductivity (left) and the negative magnetoresistance (right).

our results at nmax = 1, 2 are found within this range. I would add one comment here; since the magnetic
dependence is mild as confirmed in the left of Fig. 2, it makes sense to compare our results (with B) to the
lattice-QCD ones (without B). It is unfortunately impossible to extrapolate our results to the B = 0 limit; all
the calculations are based on the hierarchy, T

2 & eB � g
2
T

2, under which the thermal screening mass is
neglected.

It is an interesting question when the LLLA starts working. To this end the large B behavior of the
conductivity at the LLLA and nmax = 5 is plotted in the left of Fig. 3. The LLLA badly overestimates even
around eB/T 2 ⇠ 100, but the full answer gradually approaches the LLLA for eB/T 2 & 200. I shall point
out that the asymptotic form is found to be �k / B, not quadratic as suggested in the literature [1, 2]. This
could be naturally understood from the general structure of the LLLA; usually in the LLLA the magnetic
dependence appears only linearly in the Landau degeneracy, so that �k obtained from the Kubo formula
should be also proportional to B. In other words, in Eq. (2), the relaxation time ⌧ should scale as ⌧ / B

�1.
Finally, let us consider the negative magnetoresistance, which is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.

This shape of ⇢k is surprisingly similar to what has been experimentally observed in the Weyl semimetal.
Even though the asymptotic behavior should be linear in B, in the intermediate region of B the quadratic
dependence on B approximately emerges and this gives an account for the experimental data. Moreover, a
dip is found at small B; since a dip spreads over eB/T 2 & 1, this structure should be regarded as physical
not merely caused by break-down of our assumed hierarchy. Of course I should not take the comparison too
seriously and should not overlay the experimental data on top of our theory curve. We are doing QCD, and
they are measuring the Weyl semimetals, and nevertheless, the qualitative consistency is remarkable. Then,
in view of such good or even too good results, we are tempted to perform the same type of the calculation
with interactions relevant for the Weyl semimetals. For this purpose we should replace gluons with phonons,
and also some model for the impurity must be adopted. We are making progresses in this direction.

Before closing this contribution, let me emphasize one very important point. I sometimes hear that our
success in getting ⇢k as in the right of Fig. 3 would falsify an interpretation of the negative magnetoresistance
as a realization of the axial anomaly (especially of the chiral magnetic e↵ect). This statement is completely
wrong! Probably some confusions came from the fact that our perturbative processes in Fig. 1 do not contain
any anomaly type (i.e., triangle, square, pentagon) diagrams. However, the axial anomaly is contained in
the Dirac equation and it is still contained in our kinetic equation with the Dirac gamma matrices retained.
In short, we discussed the collision integral in the right-hand side of the kinetic equation, while the anomaly
is from the left-hand side. So, the negative magnetoresistance is surely a signature for the axial anomaly!
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How to see it?

FIG. 2: Magnetoresistance in field parallel to current ( ~B k a) in ZrTe5. (a) MR at various

temperatures. For clarity, the resistivity curves were shifted by 1.5 m⌦cm (150 K), 0.9 m⌦cm

(100 K), 0.2 m⌦cm (70 K) and �0.2 m⌦cm (5 K). (b) MR at 20K (red symbols) fitted with the

CME curve (blue line); inset: temperature dependence of the fitting parameter a(T ) in units of

S/(cm T2).

observed resistivity can be fitted with a simple quadratic term (Supplementary materials,

Fig. S1). This term is treated as a background and subtracted from the parallel field

component for all MR curves recorded at T  100 K.

A negative MR is observed for T  100 K, increasing in magnitude as temperature

decreases. We found that the magnetic field dependence of the negative MR can be nicely

fitted with the CME contribution to the electrical conductivity, given by �CME = �0 +

a(T )B2, where �0 represents the zero field conductivity. The fitting is illustrated in Fig.

2(b) for T = 20 K, with an excellent agreement between the data and the CME fitting

curve. At 4 Tesla, the CME conductivity is about the same as the zero-field conductivity.

At 9T, the CME contribution increases by ⇠ 400%, resulting in a negative MR that is

much stronger than any conventional one reported at an equivalent magnetic field in a

non-magnetic material.

At very low field, the data show a small cusp-like feature. The origin of this feature is not

completely understood, but it probably indicates some form of anti-localization coming from

the perpendicular ( ~B k b) component. Inset in Fig. 2(b) shows the temperature dependence

of the fitting parameter a(T ), which decreases with temperature faster than 1/T , again

consistent with the CME.

6

“Chiral magnetic effect in ZrTe5” by Li, Kharzeev, … (2015)
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Universal scaling (nonthermal fixed point)?

“Self-similar inverse cascade of magnetic helicity driven by  
the chiral anomaly” by Hirono, Kharzeev, Yin (2015)

“Scaling laws in chiral hydrodynamic turbulence” 
 by N. Yamamoto (2016)

Distribution func. not Lorentz scalar

4

for right-handed particles is [18–21, 53]

(1 + B ·⌦)
@f

@t
+

⇥
vp + (vp ·⌦)B + E ⇥⌦

⇤
·
@f

@x

+
⇥
E + vp ⇥ B + (E · B)⌦

⇤
·
@f

@p
= Icoll[f ] , (11)

where ⌦ ⌘ ~p/(2|p|3) is the Berry curvature, vp ⌘

@"p/@p is the group velocity with the quasi-particle dis-
persion relation, "p = |p|�B ·p⌦ (for the case of spatial
homogeneity), and Icoll[f ] is the collision integral. In
this paper we will focus on the Icoll[f ] = 0 case, assum-
ing that the quark distribution is dilute in the early time
dynamics of the heavy-ion collision.

Before we start our discussion, it would be instructive
to explain more about the chiral anomaly and the boost
invariance. As carefully worked out in Ref. [60], with
boost invariance, there is no large gauge transformation
that changes the Chern number ⌫ due to trivial homo-
topy. Then, if the initial ⌫ is vanishing, ⌫ is always zero,
and the winding number, Qw = ⌫(⌧ = 1)� ⌫(⌧ = �1),
is also trivial. However, this does not mean that the
CKT with boost invariance is trivial. We usually con-
sider the CKT for given gauge backgrounds. One may
then consider some gauge configurations not necessarily
given by the solutions of the equations of motion. A
simple example of constant (and thus boost invariant)
electromagnetic E · B can actually make Qw as large as
one likes, irrespective to the homotopy.

As mentioned already in Sec. III we limit ourselves to
deal with a region with ⌘ ⇡ 0 and z ⇡ 0. A rather su-
perficial but controversial di�culty in this case is the ap-
pearance of the Berry curvature that also involves pz and
it seemingly violates the dependence through y � ⌘ only.
However, as argued in the previous sections, the Lorentz
invariance immediately concludes such functional depen-
dence through y�⌘; it would be an intriguing theoretical
problem to confirm this y � ⌘ dependence explicitly for
arbitrary ⌘ and z. In this work, we take a more prag-
matic strategy as follows. We now anticipate that the
distribution function f be a function of y � ⌘, which is
what we mean by boost invariance; f itself is invariant
under simultaneous shifts in y and ⌘. This requirement
would provide us with a relation like Eq. (8), so that we
can discuss a continuity relation analogously to Eqs. (9)
and (10).

The correct boost transformation onto the CKT is
known up to O(~) as �t = � · x, �x = �t + � ⇥ p⌦,
�p = �"p + (� ⇥ p⌦) ⇥ B, where p = |p| [52]. The
electromagnetic fields should transform as ordinarily as
�B = � ⇥ E and �E = �� ⇥ B up to this order.

Under our treatment of the problem near z ⇡ 0 we
can retain the leading terms in the expansion of small �z
around z = 0 or small boost parameter � = �(�z/t)ez.
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up to the linear order in �z and in ⌦. The additional
terms in x and p proportional to ⌦ are often referred
to as the side-jump terms. We note that there is a way
to formulate the Lorentz transformation with side-jump
terms incorporated not in x and p but in f as discussed
in Refs. [53, 61], and we have checked that both formu-
lations eventually yield the same answer. The similar
procedures to obtain Eq. (8) replace the z dependence
with the pz dependence, which immediately follows from
f(p, x, t) = f(p+ �p, x+ �x, t). The explicit form of the
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We then plug the above into the original CKT and drop
O(~2) terms. We finally arrive at the following expres-
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It is easy to confirm that this kinetic equation reduces to
the well-known form of Eq. (8) in the ⌦ ! 0 limit. This
Eq. (15) is the central result in this paper.

V. PARTICLE NUMBER CONSERVATION

It may not be easy to grasp the physical meaning of the
result (15). To make the physical meaning more acces-
sible, let us address the continuity equation specifically
here, which is obtained from the zeroth moment of the
kinetic equation in general. The definition of the particle
number density is slightly modified by the Berry curva-
ture correction as [48]
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“Lorentz invariance in Chiral Kinetic Theory”  
 by Chen, Son, Stephanov, Yee, Yin (2014)
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L is ubiquitous 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Global Polarization of L
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Figure 4: The average polarization PH (where H=L or L) from 20-50% central Au+Au collisions

is plotted as a function of collision energy. The results of the present study (
p

sNN < 40 GeV)

are shown together with those reported earlier6 for 62.4 and 200 GeV collisions, for which only

statistical errors are plotted. Boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

(⇠ 3.5%).

The fluid vorticity may be estimated from the data using the hydrodynamic relation22

w = kBT
�
P L0 +P L0

�
/~, (3)

where T is the temperature of the fluid at the moment when particles are emitted from it. The

subscripts (L0 and L0) in equation 3 indicate that these polarizations are for “primary” hyperons

emitted directly from the fluid. However, most of the L and L hyperons at these collision ener-

9

STAR: 2016

Becattini, Csernai, X.N.Wang,  
Q.Wang, Karpenko, …
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Analogy in cold atomic systems
“Einstein-de Haas effect in a dipolar Fermi gas” 
 by U. Ebling, M. Ueda (2017)
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FIG. 2. Top: Twisting motion of a dipolar Fermi gas. Both
spin components (red, blue) acquire large angular momenta
in opposite directions. The angular momentum of the entire
system (magenta, same as in Fig. 1) is much smaller than the
individual angular momenta. Bottom: Density plots at t =
2.6ms (dashed line) of Nmn(x, y) =

R
d2pWmn(~r, ~p) for the

spin components ", #, the sum and their di↵erence. Spatial
patterns associated with the generated angular momentum
are expected to be more visible in an experiment for individual
spin components or their di↵erences.

angular momentum L = L" + L#, where

Lm =

Z
d
2
rd

2
p

(2⇡~)2 (xpy � ypx)Wmm(~x, ~p). (10)

We note that, compared to the case of a dipolar BEC [21],
demagnetization is more complete in our Fermi system,
which quickly reaches zero magnetization [32].

A surprising e↵ect reveals itself when we decompose
the total orbital angular momentum induced by the EdH
e↵ect into the the two spin components. We show the
time evolution of L", L# and L" + L# in Fig. 2. We ob-
serve that the angular momentum is not only created in
the #-component as expected, but in both components
such that the #-component exhibits an excess of angular
momentum, while the "-component rotates in the oppo-
site direction. Even more remarkable is the fact that the
magnitudes of both L" and L# are considerably larger
than that of the total angular momentum as shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 2. In the lower panels of Fig. 2,
we plot density profiles of both spin components, their
sum and di↵erence. It is evident from these plots that in
an experiment, finding the signature spatial patterns of
the EdH e↵ect is more likely to be successful by in-situ

FIG. 3. Reversal of the twisting motion: Beyond certain val-
ues for a (blue) and B (magenta), the spin components reverse
their sense of rotation. Shown is the relative angular momen-
tum Lz at t = 2.6ms. The turning points Lz = 0 (dashed
line) correspond to the values at which Ekin + Etrap remains
approximately constant.

imaging individual spin components, rather than the full
system, thanks to the additional twisting motion of the
spin components we find in Fermi systems.
To understand the physical origin of this peculiar twist-

ing motion, we take a look at the time evolution of
the expectation value of orbital angular momentum L.
We split the Wigner function and other single-particle
quantities into a scalar and a vector part Wmn(~r, ~p) =
W0(~r, ~p)�mn + ~W (~r, ~p) · ~�. The scalar part of Eq. (10),
L0 = L" + L#, corresponds to the total angular momen-
tum induced by the EdH e↵ect. We find, that its time
evolution is described by the subleading term (i.e. the
anti-commutator) in the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation (6).
However, the twisting motion, captured by the time evo-
lution of Lz = L"�L#, is dominated by the commutator
term in Eq. (6), which explains its greater magnitude.
We find that for short times, Lz evolves according to

d

dt
Lz ⇡

p
2cdMxMyp

⇡4l5z

⇥
Z

d
2
rd

2
r
0
d
2
p

(2⇡~)2 (xpy � ypx)V2(~r � ~r
0)

⇥
⇥
(x� x

0)2 � (y � y
0)2

⇤
N0(~r

0)W0(~r, ~p), (11)

where Mx,y denotes the transverse magnetization. So, in
order for a twisting motion with |Lz| > L# to occur, a
non-zero transverse magnetization must be present, and
the total phase-space distribution of the system must
be anisotropic. Both of these e↵ects are related, since
the transverse magnetization in turn is the source of
the Fermi surface deformation [9]. Thus, small amounts
present at t = 0 or later during the demagnetization can
lead to a twisting motion of the dipolar Fermi gas. The

Vlasov-Boltzmann simulation  
Polarization → Mechanical Rotation

(Einstein-de Haas effect)

In heavy ion collision 
Orbital angular momentum → Polarization

(Barnett effect)
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j ⇠ µ5B

j5 ⇠ µB
<latexit sha1_base64="pOAx4bEKuvxXCiZDJgR8SYTQqYM=">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</latexit>

Chiral Vortical Effect

CME

CSE

Spin Polarization Material under B

B ⇠ µ!
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Rotation

j5 ⇠ µ2!
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Angular Velocity

“Anomalous axion interactions and 
topological currents in dense matter” 
by Metlitski, Zhitnitsky (2005)
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Chiral Vortical Effect

“Quantum field theory at finite temperature in a rotating system” 
  by A. Vilenkin (1980)

jR/L = ⌥!
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p
f 0
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= ±
✓
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Chiral Vortical Effect

“Chiral vortical effect with finite rotation, temperature, and  
 curvature” by A. Flachi, K. Fukushima (2018)

Scalar Curvature

Mass correction  
Not anomaly protected
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Rotation + Magnetic Field = Finite Density

“Charge redistribution from anomalous magnetovorticity coupling” 
  by Hattori, Yin (2016)

Helical Structure + Rotation  
        → Pumping

nV =
e

4⇡2
B · !
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Where do you find a pump?

Everywhere…
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Helical structure from external fields
You may think that rotating a whole system is  
a bit(?) difficult… don’t worry!

You can use circularly rotating electromagnetic  
fields to induce similar phenomena. 2

Circularly Polarized Laser

Magnetic
Field

j0 A5
B

3D Dirac Material

FIG. 1. Experimental setup with the magnetic field and the
circularly polarized laser onto a 3D Dirac semimetal.

of the CPE has an advantage that we can easily manipu-
late A5. Moreover, the balanced configuration of charge
and axial-charge (i.e. chirality) turns out to be a system
of capacitor of chirality which should be useful for more
direct CME studies.

The aim of this work is to propose a tractable experi-
mental setup to manifest the CPE in 3D Dirac systems.
A key step to realize the axial-vector field A5 experi-
mentally is, as discussed below, that we utilize a rotating
electric field, i.e., circularly polarized laser rotating in a
two dimensional plane (see Fig. 1 for a schematic illus-
tration). We also refer to a related idea with circular
polarizations in 3D Dirac semimetals20 and more general
photo-induced e↵ects21. Using a simple fermionic de-
scription, we will show that the Dirac point splits into two
Weyl points. With an additional magnetic field22, a finite
density arises from the lowest Landau level (LLL) of one
chirality, which manifests a concrete picture of the CPE
in (1+1)-dimensionally reduced theory of fermions23.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
the Floquet e↵ective Hamiltonian to confirm an axial-
vector field. In Sec. III we consider a combination with
a magnetic field and perform explicit calculations for the
charge density and the axial current. Inhomogeneous
electric charge and chirality should be balanced with each
other. We solve these coupled equations of the CPE and
the CME to obtain a balanced distribution of the elec-
tric charge and the chirality in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V is
devoted to our discussions and conclusions.

II. FLOQUET EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
AND AXIAL-VECTOR FIELD

We explain how to realize the axial-vector field in a
3D gapless Dirac system by applying a circularly polar-
ized laser. We note that concrete calculations below are
known ones, but a clear recognition of the axial-vector
field has not been established. When continuous laser
fields are imposed externally, the Hamiltonian H(t) be-
comes periodically time-dependent, i.e., H(t+T ) = H(t)
where T = 2⇡/⌦ is the periodicity. Quantum states in
time periodic driving are described by the Floquet the-
ory24,25, that is, a temporal version of the Bloch theorem.

The essence of the Floquet theory is a mapping between
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and a static
eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue is called the Floquet
pseudo-energy and plays a role similar to the energy in
a static system. Applications of the Floquet theory to
periodically driven systems with topology changing has
been a recent hot topic26–29 and experiments have also
been done30–33.
To make this paper as self-contained as possible, in this

section, we derive the e↵ective Hamiltonian in an explicit
way, though the final result is not very new but already
known. Let us consider a Hamiltonian, Htot = H0+Hint,
with

H0 = �
0� · p+ �

0
m , Hint = �e�

0� ·A , (3)

that describes the one-particle Dirac system coupled to
an external gauge field and �

µ are the Dirac matrices
satisfying {�µ

, �
⌫} = 2⌘µ⌫ . In an electric field with cir-

cular polarization in the x-y plane, we can write the time-
dependent vector potentials down as

Ax =
E

⌦
cos(⌦t) , Ay =

E

⌦
sin(⌦t) Az = 0 , (4)

where ⌦ is the frequency. We can conveniently de-
compose the interaction part of the Hamiltonian into
two pieces as Hint = e

i⌦t
H� + e

�i⌦t
H+ where H± =

�(eE/⌦)�0
�
± with �

± = 1
2 (�

x ± i�
y). Now we assume

that the the period T = 2⇡/⌦ of the circular polarization
is small enough as compared to the typical observation
timescale. We can then expand the theory in terms of
!/⌦ (with ! being a frequency corresponding to some
excitation energy). Taking the average over T we can
readily find the following e↵ective Hamiltonian27,34–36:

He↵ =
i

T
ln
h
T e

�i
R T
0 dtH(t)

i
' H0 +

1

⌦
[H�, H+] , (5)

to the first order in the expansion. We can also find
the same form from the Floquet Hamiltonian using the
Van Vleck perturbation theory37. Interestingly we can
express the induced term as

Hind ⌘ 1

⌦
[H�, H+] = � (eE)2

⌦3
i�

x
�
y = ���

0
�
z
�5 , (6)

where we defined � ⌘ (eE)2/⌦3. This means that the
circular polarized electric field would induce an axial-
vector background field A5 = �ẑ perpendicular to the
polarization plane. Essentially the same expression was
obtained in the context of “Floquet Weyl semimetal” and
the corresponding Floquet bands were figured out29. The
physics is basically the same as this preceding work29, but
we use a di↵erent language here and, for completeness,
we shall see the energy dispersion relations in the rest of
this section.
The e↵ect of finite � is easily understandable from the

energy dispersion relations. We can immediately diago-
nalize He↵ and the four pseudo-energies read:

"±(p) =
q

p2
x
+ p2

y
+ (

p
p2
z
+m2 ± �)2 (7)

“Chiral pumping effect induced by  
rotating electric fields” 
 by Ebihara, Fukushima, Oka (2015)
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Thouless pump in Floquet Theory

QCD ground state at high densitySolutions:   Chiral Spirals in (1+1)D
・At μ ≠ 0: periodic structure (crystal) which oscillates in space. 

・`tHooft model, massive quark (1-flavor)

・Chiral Gross Neveu model (with continuous chiral symmetry)    
Schon & Thies, hep-ph/0003195; 0008175; Thies, 06010243

Basar & Dunne, 0806.2659; Basar, Dunne & Thies, 0903.1868

B. Bringoltz, 0901.4035
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[fig. from Higashikawa]

The energy shifted by 2p/T = w
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Similar to QCD ground state at high densitySolutions:   Chiral Spirals in (1+1)D
・At μ ≠ 0: periodic structure (crystal) which oscillates in space. 

・`tHooft model, massive quark (1-flavor)

・Chiral Gross Neveu model (with continuous chiral symmetry)    
Schon & Thies, hep-ph/0003195; 0008175; Thies, 06010243

Basar & Dunne, 0806.2659; Basar, Dunne & Thies, 0903.1868

B. Bringoltz, 0901.4035
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High Density / Strong B 
 → (1+1)D effectively

In (1+1)D the ground state has spiral condensates 
stabilized by the axial anomaly (chiral pump)!

“Chiral magnetic spiral” by Basar, Dunne, Kharzeev (2010)
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Similar to QCD ground state at high density

QM’14 Talk
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Similar to QCD ground state at high density

QM’14 Proceedings
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Similar to QCD ground state at high densitySolutions:   Chiral Spirals in (1+1)D
・At μ ≠ 0: periodic structure (crystal) which oscillates in space. 

・`tHooft model, massive quark (1-flavor)

・Chiral Gross Neveu model (with continuous chiral symmetry)    
Schon & Thies, hep-ph/0003195; 0008175; Thies, 06010243

Basar & Dunne, 0806.2659; Basar, Dunne & Thies, 0903.1868

B. Bringoltz, 0901.4035
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High Density / Strong B 
 → (1+1)D effectively

nV =
eB

2⇡
· µ
⇡
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Landau factor Anomaly protected density
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Simplest Floquet Example

U(t2, t1) = V (t2)e
�iHrot(t2�t1)V †(t1)
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[2-state model]

H(t) = Bz�z +Bk(�x cos!t+ �y sin!t)
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V (t) = e�i�z
2 !(t�t0)

<latexit sha1_base64="Zyg3euq/4iQy+0FPj1tJnblJ06E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zyg3euq/4iQy+0FPj1tJnblJ06E=">AAACkXichVHLShxBFD220ejEx0Q3gWwGB2UEHW5LIFEQhrgJZOMjMwqONtVtzaSwX3TXDGgzP+AymyxcGQgh5AeyTdz4Ay78BHGp4CaL3GkbRCXxFlV16tQ9t05V2aGrYk101mP0PunrfzowmHs2NDwymn8+VouDVuTIqhO4QbRhi1i6ypdVrbQrN8JICs925bq9u9TdX2/LKFaB/0HvhXLLE01fNZQjNFNWfqZW0tOFxYLcTmZVvREJJ6nHqukJa7+TzHXqgSeboqRntUXTHStfpDKlUXgIzAwUkcVykP+GOnYQwEELHiR8aMYuBGJumzBBCJnbQsJcxEil+xId5Fjb4izJGYLZXR6bvNrMWJ/X3Zpxqnb4FJd7xMoCJumUvtMlndAPOqc//6yVpDW6XvZ4tm+0MrRGD16sXT+q8njW+Hir+q9njQbepF4Vew9TpnsL50bf3v98ubawOplM0Re6YP9HdEbHfAO/feV8XZGrh8jxB5j3n/shqM2VTSqbK6+KlbfZVwzgJSZQ4vd+jQreYRlVPvcTfuIXfhvjxrxRMbJcoyfTjONOGO//AkXUmgM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zyg3euq/4iQy+0FPj1tJnblJ06E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zyg3euq/4iQy+0FPj1tJnblJ06E=">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</latexit>

Hrot = Bz�z +Bk(�x cos!t0 + �y sin!t0)�
�z

2
!

<latexit sha1_base64="+a6fMebudRm47TYKqkftAW1PsMA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+a6fMebudRm47TYKqkftAW1PsMA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+a6fMebudRm47TYKqkftAW1PsMA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+a6fMebudRm47TYKqkftAW1PsMA=">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</latexit>

µ ⇠ !/2
<latexit sha1_base64="TkxWETD1+G89RTDYmh2q27+vmgo=">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</latexit>
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Rotation induced Phenomena

!49

Rotation + Magnetic Field = Finite Density

nV =
e

4⇡2
B · !

<latexit sha1_base64="oOCPrBuhQ7BELcp8Zw/7LjG0X8w=">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</latexit>

Thouless Pump

nV =
eB

2⇡
· µ
⇡

<latexit sha1_base64="Pb5R6MNsnfbEQw+o3bGajuYmqeA=">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</latexit>

µ ⇠ !/2
<latexit sha1_base64="TkxWETD1+G89RTDYmh2q27+vmgo=">AAACdnichVG9ThtBEP58JAFMEgxpkJDQCctJKmfusDBQIdJQAo5/JNuy7i6Ls+L+dHc2AisvwAtQIAqQAkI8Rpq8QAoeAVE6EhQpMnd2FKUwzGp3Zr+db+bbXdO3ZRgR3aSUsWfPX4xPTKanXr56PZ2Zma2EXiewRNnybC+omUYobOmKciQjW9T8QBiOaYuqufcxPq92RRBKz/0UHfii6RhtV+5Ky4gYamVmGk5HbYTSURueI9rGB72VyVJ+dWVZLyyrlCcqaroWB3qxsFRQNUZiy2JoW17mEg18hgcLHTgQcBFxbMNAyKMODQSfsSZ6jAUcyeRc4CvSzO1wluAMg9E9Xtu8qw9Rl/dxzTBhW9zF5hkwU0WOftIV9ekHXdMt/R5Zq5fUiLUcsDcHXOG3po/mSvdPshz2Eb78Yz2qOcIuVhKtkrX7CRLfwhrwu4fH/dLaTq73ls7pjvWf0Q195xu43V/Wt22xc4I0f8DfV1ZHBxU9ry3labuQXd8YfsUE5rGI9/zeRaxjE1soc999nOICl6kHZUHJKe8GqUpqyHmD/0yhP2kXkH4=</latexit>
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The story continues more…

!50

Anomaly plays an essential role in constructing 
an equation of state for neutron stars.

Nuclear matter ~ Quark matter

EFT for dense nuclear matter under B is  
identical to chiral magnets due to anomaly.

(Poster by Nishimura)



Summary

Chirality and helicity connect diff. fields! 
□ High-energy nuclear physics (HIC / spin) 
□ Weyl / Dirac semimetals 
□ Optical laser / Electron vortex beams 

Magnetic field and/or Rotation 
□ Heavy ion collision has both! 
♦ Global (local) polarization measurements 
♦ Isobar experiments disentangle B effects  

□ Anomaly induces unusual phenomena 
□ Ideas importable / exportable bet. diff. fields
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